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We report on the electronic dephasing times of the nonpolar chromophore diphenylacetylene 共DPA兲
in ethanol and in cyclohexane 共polar and nonpolar solvents respectively兲 by photon echo
measurements in the ultraviolet. Contrary to previous reports, we observed sub-100-fs electronic
dephasing times for DPA in both solvents. We identify fast dynamics of  = 40⫾ 10 fs on the photon
echo peak shift 共PEPS兲 traces of DPA in ethanol. In addition, we observed a dependence of the PEPS
asymptotic value on the temporal chirp of the pulses. We propose a model to describe it in terms of
phase-matching condition and beam geometry. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
关doi:10.1063/1.3463448兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The photon echo peak shift 共PEPS兲 technique is a powerful method to investigate intramolecular dephasing processes such as internal vibrational redistribution 共IVR兲 as
well as solvation dynamics by tracking the transition frequency correlation function of the chromophore probe.1–4 It
has successfully been employed in the visible and infrared
ranges to study solvation and protein dynamics.5–10 There are
interests to extend it to the ultraviolet 共UV兲 range, as aromatic amino-acid residues 共tryptophan, phenylalanine, and
tyrosine兲 which are naturally present in most of the proteins,
absorb in the UV below 300 nm.11 The extension of the
PEPS technique to this spectral range would allow us to
investigate local dynamics in biological systems.12–15 This is
also useful for solvation dynamics studies and, in particular,
the study of polar versus nonpolar solvation dynamics as it
would allow using UV dyes which are typically smaller and
simpler molecules.16–18 However, there are several aspects
that make the PEPS experiment in the UV a difficult task: 共1兲
Nonresonant third-order signals from the solvent become
more and more important as we approach the absorption
threshold of the solvents.19 共2兲 The phase-matching condition
is stricter; therefore, sensitivity to the beam geometry is
higher. 共3兲 Scattered light is stronger. 共4兲 Third and higher
order group velocity dispersions are more pronounced.
These difficulties have prevented photon echo 共PE兲 experiments from being implemented in the UV range, and
only the work of Fayer and co-workers19 existed prior to our
studies.20,21 They investigated the dephasing time of the
diphenylacetylene 共DPA兲 in cyclohexane with a two-pulse
photon echo technique, and estimated it to be 500 fs using a
pulse length dependent theoretical method. Despite a good
temporal resolution 关full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲
a兲
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⬇ 80 fs兴, they could not measure the dephasing time directly
because of the presence of the nonresonant signal from the
solvent. Their experiment was, indeed, limited to the twopulse PE scheme with only one degree of freedom for the
time ordering of the pulses. In a three-pulse PE setup, two
degrees of freedom are available for the time ordering of the
pulses. One could place the third pulse out of the overlap
region of the first and second pulses 共see Fig. 1兲 in order to
eliminate the nonresonant signal from the solvent. In addition, our setup achieves better temporal resolution 共FWHM
⬇ 50 fs兲. This allowed us to measure sub-100-fs dephasing
times for solutions of p-terphenyl 共pTP兲, 2.5diphenyloxazole, and tryptophan in polar and nonpolar
solvents.20,21 In the present contribution, we report on results
of PE experiments on DPA in ethanol and in cyclohexane
共polar and nonpolar solvents, respectively兲, which differ
from those of Fayer and co-workers.19
Several articles have reported a depletion or recurrence
of the PEPS traces in the visible at short population times
共T23 ⬍ 100 fs兲.22–26 In addition, a variable nonzero
asymptotic value 共offset兲 for the PEPS traces was
observed.26,27 Various explanations have been proposed for
these effects, mainly relating them to the specific physical
system under study or to interference between the signals
from the solute and the solvent. We reported similar effects
in our preliminary UV PE studies.20,21 Since they are observed in various molecular solutions and even in pure solvent 共see Sec. III兲, doubts arise as to a solute-related origin.
In addition, they were found to depend on the experimental
conditions and, in particular, on the chirp of the pulses.21
Here, we demonstrate that the origin of these effects is due to
the chirp of the pulses. This lifts a long standing ambiguity
and provides a basis for future work.
In the first part of this article we present the results of
our PE experiments on DPA in solution. In the second part of
the article, we discuss the dependence of PEPS traces on the
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FIG. 1. Triangular geometry of the input beams in the PE setup. The PE
signals are detected in two phase-matched directions, kជ s = −kជ 1 + kជ 2 + kជ 3 and
kជ s⬘ = −kជ 2 + kជ 1 + kជ 3.

chirp of the pulses. Finally we present a model to explain
this dependence relating it to the phase mismatch that is
present in triangular geometry.
II. UV PE EXPERIMENTS ON DPA

The experimental PE setup was described in detail in
Ref. 21. The main difference here is that we use a prism pair
compression stage to obtain UV pulses with FWHM of
50–60 fs on the sample at 287 nm, and a spectral width of
3–4 nm. This allows a fine optimization of the chirp of the
UV pulses. In addition, we work at a pulse repletion rate of
30 kHz and we use a sample jet with a 100 m thickness
which delivers a stable flow with a speed of about 2 m/s.
This allows us 共given the beam diameter of about 50 m on
the sample兲 to refresh the sample after each laser pulse in
order to rule out any thermally cumulative or reabsorption
effects.
The PEPS value for a given T23 is, by definition, the
value of T12 where the maximum of the PE signal appears. In
the standard approach that is based on the triangular geometry of the beams 共Fig. 1兲, the PE signal is detected in two
symmetric phase-matched directions of −kជ 1 + kជ 2 + kជ 3 and
−kជ 2 + kជ 1 + kជ 3, while scanning pulses 1 and 2 with respect to
each other for a fixed T23. The PEPS value is calculated as
half the time difference between the signal peaks in these
two directions.2,22 As an example, Fig. 2 shows the PE signals detected in two phase-matching directions at T23 = 1 ps,
showing a measured PEPS equal to 18 fs. Performing the
same scans for different values of T23, one gets the PEPS
trace for the given sample.
The great advantage of the triangular beam geometry is
the symmetric distribution of signals. This delivers subfem-

FIG. 2. An example of the PE signals detected in two phase-matched directions at T23 = 1 ps. The PEPS value is measured to be 18 fs. The maximum
of signal is about 15% higher than the signal value at T12 = 0.

FIG. 3. Absorption spectrum of DPA 共see scheme of the molecular structure兲 in ethanol 共solid black line兲 and the excitation pulse spectrum 共dashed
red line兲. Inset: spectral amplitude and phase of the UV pulses at the sample
position.

tosecond resolution for the PEPS measurements at the cost of
a less efficient PE signal generation due to a nonperfect
phase-matching.2,22 However, the main drawback of this geometry is, as shown later, that it causes a dependence of the
PEPS trace on the chirp of the pulses.
The absorption spectrum and the molecular structure of
DPA are shown in Fig. 3, along with a typical excitation
pulse spectrum. We show in the inset the spectral amplitude
and phase of the UV pulses retrieved by the frequency resolved optical gating 共FROG兲 technique.28–30 Indeed, the
constant phase of the electric field at the sample position
points out to an excellent level of chirp compensation we
achieved with the UV prism-based compression stage. We
performed PE experiments on DPA in ethanol and cyclohexane and compared them with the PE signal of pTP in ethanol
and that of pure ethanol, where only sub-100-fs dephasing
time and pure nonresonant signals are respectively
present.20,21,31,32 Figure 4 shows the PE signals from DPA in
ethanol and cyclohexane, pTP in ethanol, and the pure solvent, detected in the phase-matching direction −kជ 1 + kជ 2 + kជ 3,
by scanning T12 at T23 = 0 and T23 = 100 fs. One should note
that in the case of Fig. 4共b兲 共T23 = 100 fs兲, there is no considerable overlap of the third pulse with the others. Therefore
the nonresonant signal from the solvent is negligible, and the
detected signal entirely comes from the solute. In this case,
we can measure the dephasing times of the solute molecule
without artifacts from the solvent.19 Any detectable dephasing time would lead to an asymmetry in the signals. However, all the signals in Fig. 4 are symmetric and almost identical. As a result, within our time resolution, DPA in ethanol
and in cyclohexane do not show any detectable dephasing
time and we conclude that the electronic dephasing time of
nonpolar chromophore DPA in both polar and nonpolar solvents is sub-100-fs. We note in Fig. 4共a兲 a tiny difference in
the wings between the signal of the pure solvent and that of
DPA and pTP solutions. The signals from DPA and pTP are
longer and we explain this as an effect of the additional
group velocity dispersion induced by the absorbing solute
molecule. It should be noted that in Fig. 4, T12⬘ is not identical to T12; indeed, the signals are shifted to have the
maxima at T12⬘ = 0. The position of T12 at which the maxi-
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FIG. 5. PEPS trace of DPA in ethanol, fitted by a monoexponential decay
plus an offset.

FIG. 4. PE signals for DPA in ethanol 共solid black line兲, DPA in cyclohexane 共dashed blue line兲, pTP in ethanol 共dotted red line兲 and pure ethanol
共dashed-dotted green line兲, detected in the phase-matching direction −kជ 1
+ kជ 2 + kជ 3 at 共a兲 T23 = 0 and 共b兲 T23 = 100 fs. Signals are shifted to overlap their
maxima at T12⬘ = 0.

mum of the signal occurs, is equal to the PEPS value and as
will be discussed in the next section, its absolute value in UV
experiments depends on experimental conditions.
The present results are different from those of Fayer and
co-workers.19 As already mentioned, their setup was based
on the two-pulse PE scheme. In this scheme, one does not
separate temporally the third pulse from the others, in other
words, T23 = 0 always. In this case, the nonresonant signal
from the solvent is always present and introduces artifacts in
the measurement of the dephasing time. As a result, they
were not able to measure directly the dephasing time and
they estimated it using a pulse length dependent theoretical
method. In addition, in a theoretical work on the dephasing
times of nonpolar solutes in nonpolar solvents, which was
investigated by simulation of the photon echo signal,33 the
electronic dephasing was found to originate primarily from
the slight rearrangement of the first solvation shell around
the chromophore. The decay of the photon echo signal and
consequently the dephasing time calculated using this model
is in agreement with the results obtained by Fayer and coworkers. However, our experiment revealed that electronic
dephasing occurs on much shorter time scales, excluding that
the dephasing is caused by the first solvent shell rearrangement. Instead, this speaks for a much faster, probably intramolecular, dephasing mechanism. In this respect, we recently reported sub-50-fs intramolecular dynamics due to
internal conversion 共IC兲 and IVR, in a large variety of
systems.20,34–39 Therefore, we tentatively propose that the
primary mechanisms for electronic dephasing here are IC
and IVR.

Indeed, the width of vibronic bands in Fig. 3 corresponds to the total dephasing rate 共homogeneous dephasing
plus inhomogeneous dephasing兲 of the system. By fitting the
first band at 296.5 nm with a Gaussian lineshape, we find a
FWHM of about 800 cm−1, which corresponds to a dephasing time of about 6–10 fs. Important to note is that any
attempt to use a Lorentzian profile to fit the band was unsuccessful. We can therefore estimate that the inhomogeneous
共Gaussian兲 broadening is at least three to four times larger
than the homogeneous 共Lorentzian兲 one, and we deduce that
the homogeneous dephasing time should not be lower than
about 20 fs. We can thus set lower and upper limits of 20 and
100 fs, respectively, for the homogeneous dephasing time of
DPA in solution.
A measured PEPS trace of DPA in ethanol fitted with a
monoexponential decay plus an offset is shown in Fig. 5. We
obtain a decay time of  = 40⫾ 10 fs for the PEPS trace.
Rather similar decay times were reported previously in the
PEPS and the time-resolved fluorescence experiments on
various dyes in ethanol in the visible range.40,41 Ultrafast
dynamics in this range are originated either by intramolecular dephasing processes or by spectral diffusion as a result of
the solvent reaction 共as ethanol is a polar solvent兲. The offset
value depends on experimental conditions and, as discussed
in the next section, is not related to solute or solvent properties.
III. DEPENDENCE OF THE PEPS TRACES ON THE
CHIRP

Figure 6 shows an example of the dependence of the
offset value of the PEPS on the temporal chirp for DPA in
ethanol. In general, we find that the variation range of the
PEPS offset caused by the chirp is in the order of ⫾20 fs.
The expected dynamics on PEPS traces is also normally in
the range of few tens of femtoseconds 共e.g., as seen in
Fig. 5兲.
A similar behavior is also observed in pure solvents.
Figure 7 shows the signals from pure ethanol in two phasematched directions where we set T23 = 0 and we scan T12 共see
Fig. 1兲. The origin of this nonresonant signal is the instantaneous response of the electronic polarizability of the solvent.
Accordingly, its intensity should be proportional to the overlap of the three pulses. In particular, the signal intensity
should be maximal at T12 = 0 while having T23 = 0. On the
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FIG. 6. An example of dependence of the PEPS offset on the chirp, obtained
by increasing the length of glass in the compression stage prism through
which the beam passes. The measurements were done on DPA in ethanol.
共T23 = 1 ps兲.

contrary, the maximum of experimental signals in the two
phase-matching directions 共−kជ 1 + kជ 2 + kជ 3 and −kជ 2 + kជ 1 + kជ 3兲 do
not occur at T12 = 0 and they are shifted in opposite T12 directions. This would correspond to a nonzero PEPS. Indeed
the latter is defined for the resonant PE signals. In the case of
pure solvent, there is no coherence and population times and
the PEPS is not defined. Here we mean that the shift of the
nonresonant signal is equivalent to the nonzero PEPS value.
We also observed that the magnitude of this shift depends on
the pulse chirp. This result in the pure solvent rules out any
solute-related mechanism. One should note that this shift is
not an effect of the uncertainty on the determination of time
zero; otherwise, both phase-matched signals would have
been shifted in the same T12 direction.
IV. DISCUSSION

The dependence of the PEPS on the temporal chirp
speaks for a mechanism that concerns the relative time ordering of the different spectral components of the pulse. Figure 8 shows the pictorial representation of the situation
where we have chirped pulses that interact with each other at
a nonzero T12. It is clear that different spectral components
from the first and second pulses overlap with each other. In
order to verify if this would be the origin of the PEPS dependence, we reviewed the role of nonperfect phasematching in the here adopted triangular geometry 共Fig. 1兲 on
the PE signal.

FIG. 8. Interaction of chirped pulses in the PE setup. In this scheme, pulses
are positively chirped. ”r” refers red chirp and ”b” refers to blue chirp of the
pulses. ⌬ is the average detuning of the interacting components of the first
and second pulses from 0 defined by Eq. 共2兲.

One can calculate the amount of phase mismatch that is
present in a given geometry of the beams by considering the
two conditions of “wave vector” and “frequency” matching,
kជ s = − kជ 1 + kជ 2 + kជ 3 ,

s = − 1 + 2 + 3 ,

共1兲

where 1 , 2 , 3 and kជ 1 , kជ 2 , kជ 3 are the interacting frequencies
and wave vectors of the first, second, and third pulses, respectively. Here we consider the simpler case where the three
pulses are identical and symmetrical, with the same time
ordering of the frequency components at the sample position.
In this case, we can rewrite the interacting frequencies of the
first and second pulses, which are temporally overlapped as
follows:

1 = 0 − ⌬,

2 = 0 + ⌬ ,

共2兲

where 0 is the central frequency of the pulses and ⌬ is the
average detuning of the interacting components of the first
and second pulses from 0. ⌬ depends on T12 and becomes
zero at T12 = 0. In addition, we have 3 = 0 because the system interacts with the entire frequency components of the
third pulse. The phase mismatch is defined as42
⌬k = 兩kជ s兩 −

s
.
c

共3兲

In triangular geometry, it can be calculated to be
⌬k =

1
兵关02 + cos2 ␥ 共4⌬2 + 40⌬兲
c
+ sin2 ␥ 共302 + ⌬2 − 20⌬兲兴1/2 − 0 − 2⌬ . 其
共4兲

FIG. 7. Nonresonant signal from pure ethanol in two phase-matched directions 共T23 = 0兲.

Here ␥ is the angle between the input beams and the horizontal axis 共see Fig. 1兲. In the noncollinear geometry ␥ is
nonzero; therefore, ⌬k is always nonzero. The nonzero mismatch causes a decrease of nonlinear signal intensity as will
be discussed later 关Eq. 共5兲兴. In Fig. 9, we plot the phase
mismatch as a function of ⌬ using Eq. 共4兲. Here, we used
experimental parameters 共beam angle ␥ = 3.1° and 
= 287 nm兲. One may note that for a typical bandwidth of the
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FIG. 9. The phase mismatch 共⌬k兲 as a function of ⌬ in the triangular
geometry 共␥ = 3.1° and  = 287 nm兲.

input pulses 共⌬ ⬵ 4 nm in our experiment兲, one can only
have ⌬ in the order of 1012 – 1013 Hz that delivers a small
change in the total amount of ⌬k 共variations less than 3%兲.
However, we show in the following that this is sufficient to
cause the observed variations in the PEPS offset.
The third order nonlinear signal intensity in the approximation of nondepleted pump is given by42

冋 冉 冊册

Is ⬀ L2 sinc

⌬kL
2

2

.

共5兲

Here L is the sample thickness. We show in the Appendix
that there is no significant difference between the nondepleted pump approximation 共no absorption of the input
pulses兲 and our experimental case where samples with optical density 共OD兲 of about 0.3 OD were used.
Figure 10 shows the normalized profiles of Is given by
Eq. 共5兲. Considering our experimental conditions
共 = 287 nm, beam angle of ␥ = 3.1°, and the sample thickness of L = 100 m兲, experimental range of ⌬k ⫻ L is in the
region marked in the inset of Fig. 10. As can be seen, in this
case the intensity of the generated nonlinear signal is about
5% of the signal intensity for the case of perfect phasematching. It is evident that for the nonchirped condition, we
always have ⌬ = 0. In this case, the nonzero mismatch just
results in a reduction of the output signal. However, for the
case of chirped pulses, as shown in Fig. 8, ⌬ and therefore
the amount of phase mismatch 共⌬k兲 changes by varying T12.
This implies, considering Figs. 9 and 10, that we will have
better phase-matching conditions and therefore, stronger signals at some nonzero values of T12 共positive or negative

FIG. 10. Normalized intensity of nonlinear signal as a function ⌬kL / 2
given by Eq. 共5兲. Inset: the range of possible values of ⌬k ⫻ L given by our
experimental conditions is marked by a small red square.

value兲. This increase of the signal will compete with a decrease of signal due to a smaller pulse overlap. Consequently, there is a particular nonzero value of T12 where the
maximum of the PE signal is generated and this appears as a
nonzero PEPS offset. Remarkably, this nonzero PEPS is due
to the pulse chirp and not to the dynamics of the system
under study. Considering Eq. 共2兲 and Figs. 8 and 9, and assuming a positive temporal chirp for the light pulses, when
the slope of the Is is negative in Fig. 10 at a given experimental value of ⌬k ⫻ L, better phase-matching and stronger
signals occur in T12 ⬍ 0 and we obtain a negative PEPS offset. However, when its slope is positive, better phasematching and stronger signals occur for T12 ⬎ 0 and we get a
positive PEPS offset.
For the experimental range of ⌬k ⫻ L given in the inset
of Fig. 10, according to Eq. 共5兲, small changes in ⌬k as given
by the pulse bandwidth ⌬ ⬵ 4 nm and Eq. 共4兲, can cause an
increase of about 5%–20% in the signal, which is sufficient
to have a variation of the PEPS offset of the order of ⫾20 fs.
For example, in our experimental data of the PE signal in
Fig. 2, the measured PEPS is equal to 18 fs and at T12
= 18 fs, the signal increases by about 15% compared to the
signal at T12 = 0. This increase can certainly be generated by
variation of ⌬k caused by the chirp. For the same reason, the
pure solvent signals are shifted out of the exact zero time in
Fig. 7.
We should note that at the higher frequencies, we have a
greater phase mismatch according to Eq. 共4兲. Therefore the
PEPS dependence on the chirp is more pronounced than in
the case of UV pulses than for IR or visible pulses.
The above discussion also explains the observation of
depleted PEPS traces in the overlap region for the case of
chirped pulses.21 Indeed in the overlap region, three pulses
overlap with each other and a strong nonresonant signal is
generated in addition to the PE signal. The intensity of the
nonresonant signal also depends on the phase-matching;
therefore in the overlap region, PEPS is more sensitive to the
chirp.
We found out that the PEPS offset also depends on the
alignment of the beams on the sample. Indeed, by altering
the alignment, we change ␥ and therefore, the mismatch 共⌬k兲
changes according to Eq. 共4兲. Therefore, the experimental
value of ⌬k ⫻ L in Fig. 10 changes and as a result, the chirpdependent PEPS offset also changes. We calculated, based on
Eqs. 共4兲 and 共5兲, that a change of 0.1° in the beam angle 共␥兲
can cause a change of the PEPS value in the order of ⫾20 fs.
In addition, in the case of spatial chirp of the beams that can
be caused by nonperfectly aligned Optical Parametric Amplifiers 共OPA兲 or Non-collinear Optical Parametric Amplifiers
共NOPA兲, by altering the alignment of the beams, we also
modify the interacting frequency components and subsequently the ⌬k; therefore, the PEPS offset changes. Similar
discussions can explain the dependence of the PEPS offset
on the sample thickness, as already observed.21,26 Here as L
changes, the experimental value of ⌬k ⫻ L changes, which
delivers a different chirp induced PEPS offset value.
Considering such effects of the experimental conditions,
in particular, the chirp of the pulses, the question arises
whether the PEPS measurements in the UV are reliable. We
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note that the dependence of the offset value of the PEPS on
the experimental conditions does not mean that the dynamics
observed on the PEPS trace is meaningless. Indeed when we
keep the experimental parameters constant and, in particular,
when we minimize and fix the chirp of the pulses during the
measurement, we always obtain the same dynamics on the
PEPS traces. Therefore, the dynamics therein reported are
reliable, but not their offset values.
As far as the effect of the group velocity dispersion
through the sample is considered, we used a sample thickness of 100 m to minimize it. In addition, we checked with
different sample thicknesses 共100, 200, and 500 m兲 and we
observed that the sample thickness has no effect on the time
resolution of the experiment, considering that we minimize
the chirp of the UV pulses at the sample position by prism
pair compression stage.
We should note that in real conditions, the temporal and
spatial chirps can hardly be eliminated. However, in our
setup, which employs a prism-based compression stage and
rather narrow bandwidths; we achieved a satisfactory minimization of the chirp as proven by the phase of electric field
shown in Fig. 3 and confirmed by the lack of time-zero PEPS
depletion. More sophisticated methods such as pulse shaping
or use of deformable mirrors would be likely necessary for
broader pulses. We characterized the time structure of the
pulses not only with pulse autocorrelation but also with the
FROG technique,28–30 which retrieves the amplitude and
phase of electric field as nicely shown in Fig. 3. The possibility to monitor the phase, which has a high sensitivity to
the pulse chirp, allows us to make a better optimization of
the chirp than adopting autocorrelation-based technique. As a
general comment, the control of the pulse chirp, alignment,
and other experimental parameters is critical during the
PEPS experiments in the UV to avoid artifacts which may be
confused with real dynamics.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented the results of PE experiments
on DPA in ethanol and in cyclohexane 共polar and nonpolar
solvents, respectively兲. Sub-100-fs electronic dephasing
times were observed in both solvents. This result contradicts
models proposing that only the solute-solvent interactions
play a major role in electronic dephasing33 and as a result,
the dephasing times in the case of nonpolar solvation are
longer. This suggests that for a nonpolar solute in a nonpolar
solvent, the electronic dephasing originates primarily from
intramolecular dynamics and, in particular, IC and IVR. We
identified a fast dynamics of  = 40⫾ 10 fs on the PEPS trace
of DPA in ethanol which is close to the decay times observed
in the previous works on various dyes in ethanol. It can be
originated either by intramolecular dephasing processes or
by solvent caused by spectral diffusion, as ethanol is a polar
solvent.
We discussed the dependence of PEPS traces on the
chirp of the pulses in the case of nonperfect phase-matching,
in particular, the case of triangular geometry. We described
how the chirp can change the offset value of the PEPS and
how it can introduce depletion on the PEPS trace. We ex-

FIG. 11. Normalized intensity of nonlinear signal as a function ⌬kL / 2 for
the case of 0.3 OD 共real condition, dashed red line兲, 0 OD 共nondepleted
pump, solid black line兲, and 1 OD 共dotted blue line兲.

plained why these effects are more pronounced in the UV
range, compared to the visible or IR ranges. We concluded
that in order to obtain reliable PEPS dynamics in the UV
range, one should have a high control on the experimental
parameters, in particular the chirp of the pulses.
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APPENDIX: EFFECT OF OPTICALLY DENSE SAMPLE

In our discussion in Sec. IV, we used the nondepleted
pump approximation 关Eq. 共5兲兴 where we assume that the intensity of input pulses is constant through the sample. However, we normally use concentrated samples with an optical
density of about 0.3 OD; therefore, the pulses are absorbed
and their intensities are not constant through the sample. In
order to have exact results, one should extend Eq. 共5兲 to the
case of depleted pump pulses by including the effect of absorption of the input pulses as well as the absorption of the
generated PE signal within the sample. We begin with the
differential equation of the signal field taking into account
the absorption,42,43

 Es共z兲
= iks共Eine−␣z兲3exp共i⌬kz兲 − ␣Es共z兲.
z

共A1兲

Here, Es is the electric field magnitude of the PE signal and
Ein is the electric field magnitude of the input beam. ␣ is the
attenuation factor of the sample. For a sample concentration
of 0.3 OD with the thickness of L = 100 m, we have ␣
= 3465. By solving Eq. 共A1兲, we get an expression for the
intensity of the nonlinear signal for the case of depleted
pump,
Is =

ncks2Ein6e−2␣L
共1 + e−4␣L − 2e−2␣L cos共⌬kL兲兲 . 共A2兲
2共4␣2 + ⌬k2兲

One may compare the difference between Is as a function of
⌬k for the nondepleted and the depleted pump conditions,
respectively, given by Eqs. 共5兲 and 共A2兲. Figure 11 shows the
normalized profiles of Is for the case of 0.3 OD 共realistic
condition兲, and for two extreme cases of the nondepleted
pump 共0 OD兲, and 1 OD. It is evident that there is no sig-
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nificant change between 0.3 OD case and the nondepleted
case; therefore, one may use Eq. 共5兲 with a good accuracy for
the realistic case of 0.3 OD. As the result, our discussion
above about the effects of the chirp is valid.
However, as a remark, the Is profile for the extremely
depleted case of 1 OD is significantly different from the
other two profiles and tends to be monotonic. It may be the
reason why in Ref. 26, a depletion 共recurrence兲 was observed
in the lower ODs which disappeared in the higher ODs. In
the case of higher ODs, the slope of Is versus ⌬k ⫻ L becomes smaller; therefore, according to the discussion above,
the sensitivity of the PEPS to the chirp gets weaker and
weaker; consequently, the depletion, which is originated by
the chirp, disappears.
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